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The paper presents the analysis results of a waveguide sensor based on multimode interference structures.
The multimode section was covered with sensor material. The change of optical parameters of the cover entails
the change of propagation conditions of light in the structure. By measuring the light intensity at the output
of the structure, we can define external physicochemical parameters to which the sensor layer is sensitive. The
paper presents the method to adjust the sensitivity of the device through a proper selection of the thickness of
the particular layers of multimode waveguides. We present, among others, the analysis results of optical systems
whose parameters of the sensor layer corresponded with the parameters of wolfram oxide (WO3), being the
material frequently applied as a gas-sensitive layer in gas sensors. We have proposed a configuration of a sensor
based on the Mach–Zehnder interferometer whereof one arm is a multimode section and the other one a single
mode waveguide. The detection method was narrowed down here to the measurement of phase difference between
the waves propagating in the respective arms.

PACS numbers: 42.79.Gn, 42.82.Ds, 42.79.−e

1. Introduction

Optical interference sensors have been for many years
subject to intensive studies [1–3]. Recently, a growing
interest in the multimode interference (MMI) structure
application can be observed. There is a lot of research
and analysis results published involving MMI devices de-
signed as temperature [4] or chemical sensors/biosensors
[5, 6]. These sensors have many advantages such as sim-
ple operation, high sensitivity etc. The principle of op-
eration of each of the different configurations described
in many scientific publications is similar. In most cases,
the multimode section is covered with a layer whose opti-
cal parameters are changed when exposed to a measured
medium. Many investigation studies concerning the re-
search on optical sensors based on the multimode inter-
ference coupler have been published. One of the first
concepts was discussed in papers [7, 8]. According to the
presented results, these optical sensors allow to measure
the changes of chemical parameters of the surrounding
environment with a high sensitivity.

The main objective of the work was to elaborate and
analyze the systems based on multimode interference
structures which can find application as waveguide sen-
sors. The analysis of the particular models was based on
the numerical BPM method [9, 10]. The analysis was fo-
cused on concepts where the energy of the excited modes
was located principally in the core, and the interaction
with the sensor layer was affected mainly through the
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evanescent field of the modes. Also, structures were mod-
eled for which the light was guided through the modes
excited in the sensor layer.

2. Operation principle

Multimode interference structures are generally pro-
duced from three waveguide sets. When exciting a mul-
timode waveguide, we can observe the matching of input
field to the modal fields of the waveguide, and then the
interference of the produced waves. In effect of the inter-
modal interference, a so-called self-imaging of the input
field is taking place. As a result of this effect, the in-
put field is reproduced in simple, reflected and multiple
images [11, 12].

The modeled sensor consisted of a single mode wave-
guide at the input and output, and a multimode wave-
guide was placed between them. The MMI section con-
sisted of several layers. The basis was made up by a
buffer layer whose aim was to isolate the core from the
substrate. On the buffer layer, the core lined with the
cover layer was placed. A sensor layer was built in into
the cover and placed directly on the core.

When the refractive index of the sensor layer is chang-
ing in effect of the interaction with the external medium,
the propagating conditions are changing and finally the
output signal is getting changed.

3. Optical structures

In the paper we have proposed different sensor mod-
els. The differences involved geometrical dimensions and
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also the optical parameters of the modeled waveguides.
We also investigated the system working in configuration
with the Mach–Zehnder interferometer whereof one arm
was made up by a multimode section. Making use of the
BPM method [6, 11], the performance characteristics of
the investigated configurations were presented.

3.1. Symmetrical MMI structure
3.1.1. Design

In the case of the first configuration, the thickness of
the sensor layer was 0.5 µm and that of the core was
4 µm. The refractive index of the substrate was 1.49 and
that of the core was 1.5. For such parameters, for the
wavelength of 1310 nm, the modes could be excited both
in the multimode core and in the sensor layer (Fig. 1).
In this case, the interaction was affected through the
evanescent field of the modes from the core layer and
also through the field of the modes excited in the sensor
layer (Fig. 2). During the simulation the refractive index
was being changed within the range of 1.85–1.852. The
length of the multimode waveguide was defined in the
way to ensure the acquisition of 1-fold image of the input
field at the output for the refractive index of the sensor
layer of 1.85.

Fig. 1. Structure diagram.

Fig. 2. Wave functions of the modes excited in the
structure.

3.1.2. Results and discussions
Figure 3 presents the dependence of the field amplitude

at the output of the structure as a function of refractive
index of the sensor layer obtained on the basis of nu-
merical calculations. The calculations were carried out
for the modes of the multimode section width of 25, 40
and 60 µm.

Fig. 3. Dependence of the output field amplitude as a
function of refractive index of the cover.

The amplitude changes are here of oscillatory charac-
ter. The oscillation period is connected with the width
of the multimode section. The dynamics of changes for
these types of structures is very high. The form of the
presented dependence is conditioned by the influence of
modes coupling from the sensor layer and from the core.
The figure presents the field distribution in both layers
(Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. Field distributions along the propagation path
in the multimode core (a) and in the sensor layer (b).

The field distribution in the sensor layer is conditioned
by the presence of intermodal interference of modes ex-
cited in this layer, and is different from the field in the
core. The light propagating in the cover layer is also ad-
justing to the modal fields of this layer. Of course, at
the same time there is a mutual interaction between the
fields from both layers through the evanescent fields and
the interference of waves from both waveguides. These
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factors have influence on the periodic shape of the char-
acteristics from the figure (Fig. 4).

Another parameter which should be taken into con-
sideration while describing the interaction of MMI struc-
tures with the cover layer is material extinction. This
factor is particularly important for sensor layers used for
gas detection, which will be described in the next part of
the paper.

3.2. Symmetrical MMI structure with the sensor layer
based on WO3 material

3.2.1. Material aspects
Metal oxides are commonly applied materials used as

gas-sensitive layers in gas sensors. They are character-
ized by good sensitivity to such gases as: CO, H2, NOx,
CO2, O3 and hydrocarbons. The following metal ox-
ides are most frequently applied in sensors: SnO2, ZnO,
TiO2, In2O3, WO3 [7]. For the analyzed concept, we
modeled a sensor layer making use of the parameters of
the WO3 material, being a popular sensor material ap-
plied in gas sensors. The parameters applied during the
simulation were provided from the publication [6]. In
this publication the authors present the research results
which were to define the optical parameters of WO3 ma-
terial (the value of refractive index and extinction) as
the function of the absorbed volumetric charge which is
changing together with the concentration of the absorbed
gas. In the paper, the parameters of the material were
defined for a wide wavelength range (300–2500 nm). In
the course of the calculations, the values corresponding
to the wavelength of 650 nm were applied (Fig. 5). Dur-
ing the numerical simulations, the refractive index was
being changed within 1.94–1.8. For the needs of the nu-
merical analysis, in order to obtain denser changes of the
refractive index and extinction, the above points were
interpolated with the third order polynomial.

Fig. 5. Parameters of WO3 as a function of the ab-
sorbed volumetric charge [7].

3.2.2. Design
It is important to select an appropriate geometry and

structure. Particularly critical was the choice of sensor
layer thickness. Due to a relatively high value of the ex-
tinction factor of the sensor layer, the light was strongly
attenuated already on short propagation sections. It is

possible to select the thickness of the sensor layer small
enough to ensure that the modes are excited only in the
multimode core (Fig. 6). In this case, the interaction
is taking place through the evanescent field of modes ex-
cited in the multimode core. In the case of thicker layers,
the modes will also be excited in the sensor layer. In this
case, the value of attenuation of the propagating light
in the core can be selected by influencing the overlap of
the wave functions excited in the sensor layer and in the
core. In the figure we marked the fragments of the wave
functions of the modes whose energy is located mainly
in the core. The marked fragments correspond to the
evanescent field of a given mode which is propagating in
the sensor layer. As it can be observed, the higher the
marked peak is, the larger part of the energy penetrates
into the sensor layer. We can see that a slight change
of cover thickness, through influencing the character of
wave functions of the modes, has a significant influence
on the obtained results.

Fig. 6. Field distributions in the multimode section
(width 20 µm) and corresponding to them wave func-
tions of modes excited in the waveguides for definite
parameters.

3.2.3. Results and discussions
Basing on the modal analysis, we can select a geometry

of the structure which can ensure the acquisition of the
expected amplitude dependence on the refractive index of
the sensor layer. Figure 7 presents the dependence of the
output field amplitude as a function of optical parameters
of the sensor layer. The calculations were carried out for
the structures of the sensor layer thickness of 0.15 µm and
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0.05 µm. The length of the structure was selected in the
way to ensure that when there is no absorbed volumetric
charge at the output of the multimode section, we obtain
1-fold image of the input field.

Fig. 7. Output field amplitude as a function of sensor
layer parameters.

In this case the oscillations which could be seen in
Fig. 5 are not occurring on the amplitude characteris-
tic. Those oscillations were affected by the coupling of
modes from the sensor layer and from the core. When
the light is strongly attenuated in the sensor layer, the
distribution of the field in this layer is the reflection of
the distribution in the core. Due to strong attenuation,
the effects of the intermodal interference in the sensor
layer alone are less visible.

3.3. Mach–Zehnder interferometer

The Mach–Zehnder interferometer is a device used to
determine the relative phase shift between two collimated
beams from a coherent light source [9].
3.3.1. Operation principle

The model of the analyzed device was presented in
Fig. 8. In this case, the MMI section (51 µm wide) made
up one of the arms of the Mach–Zehnder interferometer.
The second arm was made up by a single mode waveguide
(4 µm wide).

Fig. 8. M–Z interferometer whose one arm was made
up by a multimode section and the second arm by a
single mode waveguide.

The field distribution at the distance z from the begin-
ning of MMI section is described by the following relation:

E (x, y, z) = exp (− jβ0z)
∑

l

clϕl (x, y)

× exp (− j (β0 − βl) z) .

At the distance z corresponding with the coupling, the
equation assumes the following form:

E(x, y, z) = exp(− jβ0z)
∑

l

clϕl(x, y)

= exp (− jβ0z) E (x, y, 0) .

Then, the signal phase after covering the distance equal
to the coupling path will be corresponding with the phase
of a base mode of the multimode waveguide. The phase
difference ∆Φ at the ends of the multimode waveguide
and single mode waveguide would be therefore depen-
dent on the difference between propagation constants of
the base mode of the multimode waveguide β10 and sin-
gle mode waveguide β20 according to the equation

∆Φ = d (β10 − β20) .

Hence the idea arises to design the Mach–Zehnder inter-
ferometer whose one arm was made up by a multimode
section of the length equal to the coupling path, and the
other one by a single mode waveguide. The detection
method of the proposed sensor was based in this case on
the measurement of phase difference of waves propagat-
ing in the arms of the interferometer.

3.3.2. Design
The multimode waveguide had the length equal to

the coupling path of the MMI structure for 1-fold im-
ages. The analysis was carried out for the wavelength of
1310 nm, refractive index of the core 1.5, refractive in-
dex of the substrate 1.49. The refractive index was being
changed within 1.47–1.49. The length of the multimode
section was selected in the way to ensure that for the re-
fractive index of 1.47 we could obtain the image of the
input field at the output.

3.3.3. Results and discussions
The lengths, thicknesses of particular layers as well as

the cover of both waveguides are the same. Yet the phase
changes in the multimode section and in the single mode
waveguide are totally different (Fig. 9).

The values of phase difference at the outputs of MMI
section and single mode waveguide in the function of re-
fractive index of the cover layer are presented in Fig. 10.

The difference in phases at the outputs of the inves-
tigated waveguides is changing with the change of the
refractive index of the cover. When designing a sensor
based on the Mach–Zehnder interferometer whose one
arm is made up by a single mode waveguide and the
other one by a multimode section, we can have influence
on its sensitivity by changing the width of the MMI sec-
tion. A good advantage of this configuration, in contrast
to standard ones, is the possibility to cover both arms
with material sensitive to the changes of the parame-
ters of the environment. The sensor layer can cover the
whole structure of the interferometer, and the arms can
be placed at short distance. It considerably simplifies the
technological process.
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Fig. 9. Phase along the propagation path for the single
mode waveguide (a) and multimode section (b).

Fig. 10. Phase difference at the ends of M–Z interfe-
rometer in the function of refractive index of the cover.

4. Conclusions

The discussed concepts can be easily adapted to vari-
ous applications by the selection of an appropriate sen-
sor material and choice of suitable dimensions of the
multimode waveguide. The sensitivity can be increased
through the change of layer thickness and the width of
the multimode waveguide.

In the case of the first investigated configuration, we
obtain high change dynamics of the output amplitude in
the function of refractive index of the cover. This con-
figuration is advantageous when high sensitivity systems
have to be applied. When the cover is characterized by
non-zero extinction value, the dependence of the output
signal in the function of cover layer parameters does not
have an oscillating character. Here, the shape and sensi-
tivity of the characteristic can be modified by influencing
the form of wave functions propagating in the sensor layer
of the modes. The detection method is most comfortable
in the case of the Mach–Zehnder interferometer for which
the differences of phases are measured.
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